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Supplies
1 M8 threaded rod
4 M8 washers and nuts
10" wooden board with feet and an M8 hole in the centre 
6" wooden board with an M8 hole in the centre
6" cake card
Food safe tape
Bubble tea straw
2 x 6" cakes
Ganache
RKT
Satin Ice red fondant
Satin ice white fondant
Satin Ice green fondant
Vera Miklas white modelling chocolate
Americolor electric purple gel food colour
Sugar flair ivory food colour
Wilton sky blue food colour
Wafer paper
Amerimist purple airbrush colour
Petal dusts by Crafty Colours in dark brown, mushroom and pink
Edible glue
Black dragees

Serrated knife
Palette knife
Large rolling pin
9" rolling pin
Smoother
Flexi smoother
Dresden tool
Innovative sugarworks Sugar shapers
Knife
Scissors
Ball tools
Paintbrushes
Paint palette
Round piping nozzle
Calyx cutter
Round cutters
Garret frill cutter
Foam pad
New scouring pad
Airbrush
Martha Stewart decorative paper punch 
Clingfilm
Skewers
Ribbon
Step 1
Start by assembling the structure, push the threaded rod through the 10" board and secure underneath with 
a washer and nut.



Step 2
Put a washer and nut on the other side of the board, use some pliers to tighten if necessary.

Step 3
Thread a nut and washer about half way down the rod.

Step 4
Put the 6" wooden board on top followed by the 6" card (you will need to make a hole in the card) and the 
last washer and nut, use pliers to tighten if necessary.

Step 5
Turn the structure upside down and place into and empty container, paint the 6" wooden board with a little 
edible glue

Step 6
Roll out some white fondant and pace it into the 6" board, smooth and score some lines using a Dresden tool 
to mimic the gills of a mushroom. Leave to dry before turning the right way up.

Step 7
Attach some RKT to the bottom half of the threaded rod by pressing it into place. The more you press the 
RKT to the threaded rod the smoother it will look once covered in fondant.

Step 8
Roll out a rectangular piece of white fondant and attach to the RKT

Step 9
Trim away any excess 

Step 10
Roll out a small, thin rectangular piece of fondant for the ring on the mushroom stalk

Step 11
Attach the ring using edible glue, blend the top section Ito the mushroom stalk using a sugar shaper

Step 12
To make the top section food safe cover the threaded rod with a bubble tea straw and cover the nut and 
washer using food safe tape.

Step 13
Apply a coat of ganache to the cake card

Step 14
Stack your cakes on top using your chosen filling, I have used ganache. Cover the mushroom stalk with 
Clingfilm (Saran wrap) to protect it.

Step 15
Carve a basic mushroom shape.

Step 16
It should be narrower at the top and wider down towards the board

Step 17
Coat the mushroom cap with ganache 

Step 18
Use your flexi smoother to smooth it out.

Step 19
Roll out some red fondant, just a centimetre or so bigger than needed and place some balls of white fondant 
in top, press them into the red using a smoother.



Step 20
Gently roll the fondant with the rolling pin to ensure all dots are attached.

Step 21
Cover the mushroom with the fondant

Step 22
Smooth the mushroom cap with a flexi smoother

Step 23
Flick out the edge of the fondant and use skewered to hold it in place while it dries.

Step 24
Dust the mushroom stalk using the brown and mushroom dusts.

Step 25
Add some ivory gel colour to the White modelling chocolate to achieve a skin tone. Roll out  some modelling 
chocolate tapering at each end as shown.

Step 26
Bend the modelling chocolate in half to create 2 legs and pinch each half to create the fairies knees.

Step 27
Push a skewer into the top of the mushroom and push the legs on to it as shown

Step 28
Roll out another piece of modelling chocolate for the torso, pinch the bottom half to create a waist and pinch 
out a neck at the top.

Step 29
Push the torso onto the skewer, blend to torso and legs together at the back to create a rigid bond 

Step 30
Roll a ball of modelling chocolate and using your little finger make an indent for the eyes.

Step 31
Using a ball tool make 2 holes for the eyes.

Step 32
Use a piping nozzle to create a semicircle for the mouth by pushing it gently into the head.

Step 33
Put the head into the skewer, place the black dragees into the holes created for the eyes, dust the cheeks 
with the pink petal dust and paint some eyebrows using the Ivory gel colour

Step 34
Colour some white fondant with the electric purple gel colour. Roll out some purple fondant and cut 2 circles 
using the garret frill cutter.

Step 35
Place the circles on to a foam pad and soften the edges using a ball tool.

Step 36
Cut a hole in each circle and cut a slit in each one.

Step 37
Roll out a rectangular pice of purple fondant and attach onto the body of the fairy using edible glue. Trim any 
excess at the back.



Step 38
Turn down the top of the rectangle to create a cute neckline.

Step 39
Attach the pieces made using the garret frill cutter using edible glue, trim any excess at the back and roll a 
thin piece of purple to neaten the join at the waist and attach with edible glue.

Step 40
Roll a small rectangle piece of purple fondant and cut into two pieces.

Step 41
Use one of the pieces to create a bow shape by folding the ends together in the middle and pinch gently to 
hold

Step 42
Use the other strip to create the centre of the bow, trim any excess at the back.

Step 43
Attach the bow to the dress using edible glue

Step 44
Roll out some modelling chocolate to create the arms, the same way you made the legs, cut the tops of the 
arms at an angle so they will sit better.

Step 45
Attach the arms to the fairy using edible glue. Cut 2 thin strips of purple fondant to create cap sleeves and 
attach with edible glue.

Step 46
Roll 2 little teardrop shapes using modelling chocolate for the ears.

Step 47
Attach the ears to the head using edible glue, blend at the front and use a ball tool to poke a hole in each 
one.

Step 48
Colour some white fondant with sky blue. Roll out a small circle and attach to the head using edible glue.

Step 49
Cut some strips from the blue fondant and attach to the front of the head to create a fringe. Score some lines 
using a Dresden tool to create some texture in the hair.

Step 50
Roll out some purple fondant and cut a circle large enough to create her hat,

Step 51
Cut a slit half way into the circle and fold one edge over the other to create a cone shape.

Step 52
Roll out some green fondant and use the calyx cutter to cut out the shape for the top of her hat.

Step 53
Use edge glue to attach the hat to her head, then glue the calyx on top and make a small stalk using green 
fondant for the centre of her hat.

Step 54
Use some blue fondant to make a little ponytail for the fairy and secure at the back using edible glue.

Step 55



Cover the board using green fondant and add some texture by pressing the sponge into the fondant, this 
also helps hide any joins.

Step 56
Cut 2 wing shapes from wafer paper.

Step 57
Use a decorative paper punch to create a cute border for the wings.

Step 58
Lightly airbrush the edge of the wings using purple airbrush colour.

Step 59
Attach the wings to the back of the fairy using a very small amount of water 

Step 60
Using the green fondant roll some blades of grass and attach to the board using edible glue.
And the final step attach a decorative ribbon to your board.


